
Crafting a Compelling Tagline

A tagline is the short phrase or sentence used with your company or product 
name in marketing to help people remember you and understand what makes 
your product different. 

Great taglines:
� Are short
� Are memorable
� Focus on benefits
� Evoke an emotional response
� Differentiate the company

Tagline Tips: 
1. Be clear – not cute! Tell us what you do  - don’t make us guess.
2. Include benefits - WIIFM?
3. Use keywords - write for humans AND search engines.
4. Differentiate yourself - USP
5. Make it memorable and repeatable
6. Connect: Evoke an emotional response - “Yes!”
7. Brief: 7 words or less

Tagline Example:

International Christian Mompreneur Network: Empowering Moms to Prosper with 
Wisdom and Grace

� Describes WHO (moms)
� Describes the benefits (prosperity, wisdom and grace)
� Evokes emotion (sense of empowerment and belonging and hope)
� Differentiate (specifically for Christian mom entrepreneurs)
� Uses language that resonates with audience
� Short



Tagline Formulas

The Question Tagline: Got Milk?
� Start with a verb and evoke a response that leads consumer to your 

product.

The Directive Tagline: Obey Your Thirst. 
� Use a powerful verb and convey an action. 

The Positioning Tagline: The Ultimate Driving Machine
� Identify your USP and leverage your company’s experience, prestige, cre-

dentials, credibility, personality, pricing structure, service, etc.

The Promise Tagline: Fresh, hot pizza delivered to your door in 30 minutes or 
less – or it’s free! 

� Describe the benefit or promise offered by your product or company.

The Emotional Tagline: I’m lovin’ it!
� Create a feeling your customer desires. 

Tagline Creation Process

Step 1 – Do a brain dump – write all the words that describe your business. Re-
search competition and other industries. Use a thesaurus.

Step 2 – Consider the results/benefits you deliver. What transformation takes 
place? Look to your current clients for this if you don’t know.

Step 3 – Identify what makes you different. Why do people choose your business 
over another?

Step 4 – Mix and match – play with the words until you have a few phrases that 
accomplish your goals.

Step 5 – Test them out – get feedback from others.


